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DAILY MESSAGE OF CHRIST JESUS,TRANSMITTED TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS

Brothers and sisters:

In the beginning of your lives God had drawn a plan of life for His creatures but throughout the ages
the generations of My flocks have decided (instead) to walk through the paths of great learning.

Now My Sacred Heart returns to correct your lives as had been foreseen by the Lord God, My
Father. Through your absolute trust in Me, My Consciousness will be able to redirect the flocks
through the more peaceful that are coming.

My dears, I bring you today My Good News of the return so that you may be participants in the
coming of the Kingdom of God for the second time. Your hearts must purify themselves in the same
way that your consciousness, so that empty of all, the Holy Spirit may fulfill you of light and joy, to
be living in the Kingdom of the Lord. What today I tell you is not a hypothesis, it is a crystalline
reality that the consciousnesses must assume to form part of the next time.

Dears, My Heart wants to transmit to you hope and faith which you must live for the transformation
and the consecration. My Spirit also returns to free the souls from the intense weight that many
carry on their back but through My Divine Mercy I come to integrate the hearts to My Universal
Rhythm of Love.

Dears, I expect from you neutrality and patience in order to not fear being purified by those laws
that are of the Father and that come to the world from beyond the Earth. It is the moment to assume
the coming times that will show you the profound changes that the consciousnesses will live.

For all this, your union with Me will be important because thus My Eternal Heart will be before you
like the incandescent light that will guide you and will remove from you the inner fear. The first
step is to trust completely in Me and in what the Father shows you day by day as a learning.

Thus, living the events with wisdom and united with Me, you will be able to untie the knots that
impede the free walking of souls. Pray to find these knots because thus My Rays will burn them and
you will be released in your path.

Under the Grace of God be blessed.

Thank you for guarding My words in the heart!

Christ Jesus.


